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Construction and Response of a Highly Granular1
Scintillator-based Electromagnetic Calorimeter2
The CALICE Collaboration∗3
Abstract4
A highly granular electromagnetic calorimeter with scintillator strip readout is being devel-5
oped for future linear collider experiments. A prototype of 21.5X0 depth and 180 × 180mm26
transverse dimensions was constructed, consisting of 2160 individually read out 10 ×45 × 3mm37
scintillator strips. This prototype was tested using electrons of 2 – 32 GeV at the Fermilab Test8
Beam Facility in 2009. Deviations from linear energy response were less than 1.1%, and the9
intrinsic energy resolution was determined to be (12.5 ± 0.1(stat.) ± 0.4(syst.))%/√E[ GeV] ⊕10
(1.2 ± 0.1(stat.)+0.6−0.7(syst.))%, where the uncertainties correspond to statistical and systematic11
sources, respectively.12
∗Corresponding author: Katsushige Kotera, (coterra@azusa.shinshu-u.ac.jp)
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1 Introduction101
Detectors for the International Linear Collider (ILC) are designed to perform high precision102
measurements, taking advantage of the well-deﬁned initial conditions of electron-positron col-103
lisions [1]. To characterise ﬁnal states that are dominated by the production and decay of104
quarks, gauge bosons and/or Higgs bosons, the accurate reconstruction of jets of hadrons is105
mandatory. One way to achieve this is by measuring each particle within a jet individually, and106
combining information from calorimeters and tracking detectors. This method, known as the107
particle ﬂow approach (PFA) [2,3], requires highly granular calorimeters. To achieve this single108
particle separation the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) must have a lateral segmentation109
better than the Molie`re radius of Tungsten (9.3mm), and a longitudinal sampling at least every110
X0. Because we require more than 20X0 for the total thickness of ECAL to prevent energy111
leakage, the ECAL must therefore have at least 20–30 layers. At the ILC, an ideal value for the112
intrinsic energy resolution of the ECAL is required to be less than 15%/
√
E[ GeV] by PFA [3].113
Emerging designs for scintillator-based sampling calorimeters now have the potential to realise114
these design criteria.115
The previous limiting factors for the segmentation of a scintillator-based calorimeter were116
the size and sensitivity of the readout technology. This situation changed drastically with the117
introduction of the silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Small scintillator elements can118
be read out individually using SiPMs without introducing large dead volumes for the readout119
systems. This technology is used in the scintillator strip electromagnetic calorimeter (ScECAL)120
being developed by the CALICE Collaboration. To reduce both the total number of readout121
channels and the overall insensitive volume associated with the readout SiPMs, strips of scin-122
tillator, each with a length of 45mm and a width of between 5 and 10mm, are used. Strips123
in successive layers have an orthogonal orientation relative to each other [1] and an algorithm124
has been developed to achieve ﬁne eﬀective segmentation from such a strip-based design. A125
study [10] of the invariant mass resolution of neutral pions, carried out using a full simulation126
of a detector for the ILC, showed that a 45× 5mm2 ScECAL using this algorithm had almost127
the same performance as a 5× 5mm2 ScECAL.128
To achieve the required longitudinal segmentation, the ScECAL is designed as a sampling129
calorimeter using 25–30 tungsten layers of thickness of 2–4mm, interleaved with scintillator130
strip sensor layers. The ﬁrst CALICE ScECAL prototype [11] consisted of 26 sensor layers,131
interleaved with 3.5mm thick tungsten carbide (WC) absorber layers, and had a transverse132
area of 90× 90mm2.133
The current prototype consists of 30 detector layers and has transverse dimensions of 180×134
180mm2 and a depth of 21.5X0 (266mm), reducing the eﬀect of lateral and longitudinal shower135
leakage relative to the previous prototype. The basic unit was a 45× 10× 3mm3 scintillator136
strip with a central hole of 1.5mm diameter running along its length, hermetically wrapped137
with reﬂective foil. A wavelength shifting (WLS) ﬁbre inserted into the hole guides light to a138
SiPM placed at one of the ends of the scintillator strip. A LED-based gain monitoring system139
was implemented for each strip, an improvement on the ﬁrst prototype in which only one LED140
was provided per layer. This prototype was tested in conjunction with the CALICE analogue141
hadron calorimeter (AHCAL) [8,12] 1 and tail catcher muon tracker (TCMT) [13] prototypes.142
This paper is organised as follows. Details of the prototype design including properties of143
applied SiPMs are given in Section 2. The test beam experiment at Fermilab is described in144
Section 3, and the analysis including detector calibration and results obtained using electron145
beams are given in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 compares the analysis results with Monte Carlo146
simulations, Section 7 discusses the results and Section 8 draws conclusions.147
148
1 Electromagnetic response of AHCAL is also available.
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2 Construction149
2.1 Detector150
The prototype, shown in Fig. 1 in front of the CALICE AHCAL, has a total thickness151
of 266 mm. It consists of 30 pairs of alternating 3.5 mm thick tungsten carbide absorber152
and scintillator layers, with the ﬁrst layer being absorber. Figure 2 shows the design of a
Figure 1: The ScECAL prototype in front of the CALICE AHCAL.
153
scintillator layer, consisting of four rows of 18 scintillator strips, held in a rigid steel frame.154
Figure 3 illustrates the design of a single polystyrene-based scintillator strip and shows the155
central hole for the WLS ﬁbre, manufactured using an extrusion method [14] and cut into156
strips. The polystyrene was doped using a mixture of 1% 2,5–diphenyloxazole and 0.1% 2,2’–157
(p–phenylene)bis(5–phenyloxazole) for ﬂuorescence. A notch with a depth of 1.40±0.05 mm158
and a width of 4.46±0.03 mm was cut mechanically to accommodate the SiPM. The speciﬁc159
SiPM used was a multi-pixel photon counter (MPPC), from Hamamatsu K.K. [15]. The size of160
the MPPC package was 1.3× (4.2±0.2)× (3.2±0.2)mm3. The four long sides of each strip were161
polished to control precisely the strip size and to ensure reﬂection of the surfaces.162
From a randomly chosen sample of 20 strips, the measured mean values and the sample163
standard deviations (SD) of the widths, lengths and thicknesses were 9.85 ± 0.01 mm, 44.71 ±164
0.04 mm, and 3.02 ± 0.02 mm, respectively. A double clad 1 mm diameter Y-11 WLS ﬁbre165
provided by KURARAY Co., Ltd. [16] with a length of 43.6±0.1 mm was inserted into the hole166
of each strip. Each strip was wrapped with a 57 µm-thick reﬂective foil provided by KIMOTO167
Co., Ltd [17]. This foil consists of layers of silver and aluminium, deposited by evaporation168
between layers of polyethylene terephthalate, and has a reﬂection ratio of 95.2% for light with169
a wavelength of 450 nm. Four out of 2160 channels of the present ScECAL prototype were170
not operational. One possible cause is the development of short-circuits between the MPPC171
electrodes caused by the conductive cut edges of the reﬂector ﬁlm. The CALICE Collaboration172
has another candidate for the reﬂector design that does not have any conductive layer [18]. Each173
scintillator strip also has a 2.5 mm diameter hole in the reﬂective foil to allow the injection of174
light from a LED for gain monitoring.175
A screen, also made of reﬂective foil, was used to prevent scintillation photons impinging di-176
rectly onto the MPPC, without passing through the WLS ﬁbre, to ensure uniformity of response177
along the length of the strip. When the screen is used, the response to single particles at the178
end of the strip furthest from the MPPC is (88.3± 0.4)% of that directly in front of the MPPC.179
This is discussed in more detail in Section 7. A photograph of the screen attached to the inside180
of the scintillator notch is shown in Fig. 4. Nine MPPCs were soldered onto a ﬂat polyimide181
cable, as shown in Fig. 5, and inserted into the corresponding notches cut into the scintillator182
6
strips. For a future full scale detector, the CALICE collaboration is developing a compact, thin183
baseboard unit with embedded electronics inserted directly between scintillator and absorber,184
requiring minimal space for external interfaces instead of the ﬂat readout cables [19].185
Figure 2: The arrangement of 72 strips in a scintillator layer. The positions of
the MPPC housing notches (blue) are shown, as well as the holes in the reﬂector
foil used for the LED calibration. All dimensions are given in mm.
Each pair of absorber and scintillator layers was held in a rigid steel frame. Each frame held186
four 100× 100× (3.49±0.01)mm3 tungsten carbide plates aligned to make a 200× 200mm2187
absorber layer in front of the scintillator. The density of the absorber plates, based on a188
sample of eight, was 14.25±0.04 g/cm3, and the mass fractions of elemental components were189
measured using X-ray diﬀraction and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) to be (tung-190
sten:carbon:cobalt:chrome) = (0.816:0.055:0.125:0.005). The orientation of the scintillator strips191
in each layer was rotated by 90◦ with respect to that of the previous layer.192
To monitor the stability of response of each MPPC, a LED-based gain monitoring system was193
implemented in the prototype. Each of the 18 strips in a given row within a layer was supplied194
with LED light via a clear optical ﬁbre in which notches had been machined at appropriate195
positions. Figure 6 shows a photograph of these ﬁbres, in which light can be seen being emitted196
at the notches. The LED is driven by a dedicated electronic circuit [20]. Details of the197
calibration procedure are discussed in Section 4.1.198
2.2 Data acquisition system199
Nine MPPC signal lines and their power supply lines were grouped together on a ﬂat cable, as200
noted above, and 12 of these cables were connected to a single base board. The base board201
contains up to six analogue boards, each of which contained a single ASIC [21,22]. Each ASIC202
controlled 18 MPPCs, such that 108 MPPCs were controlled by one base board. The ASIC203
performs the following functions:204
• ﬁne tuning of MPPC bias voltages via an 8-bit DAC over 4.5 V;205
7
Figure 3: Top and side views of a scintillator strip (left) and the notches cut into the strips to accommodate
the MPPC packages (right). All dimensions are given in mm.
Figure 4: The screen used to block direct scintillation photons. The bright cyan
spot is the transverse section of the WLS ﬁbre.
Figure 5: Photographs of a single MPPC (left) and nine MPPCs soldered onto
a ﬂat cable (right).
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Figure 6: A bundle of clear ﬁbres. Each ﬁbre has 18 notches to supply the LED
light to the 18 strips in a row of scintillators.
• variable gain charge pre-ampliﬁcation;206
• variable pulse shaping via a CR-(RC)2 shaper, and207
• multiplexing 18 channel signals.208
This ASIC used a peak-hold method; the hold time was adjusted to give the largest signal209
when collecting beam data. The ASIC provides both a low- and high-gain operation mode;210
the low-gain (8.2mV/pC) mode was used for the collection of beam runs, while the high-gain211
(92mV/pC) mode was used to collect the LED calibration runs used for MPPC gain monitoring.212
The optimal hold times were determined separately for both the high-gain and low-gain modes.213
The spread of gain parameters were 5 – 10% [8]. The analogue outputs from the ASICs were214
sent to VME-based CALICE readout cards (CRC), which provided 16 bit ADCs to digitise the215
MPPC signals, as well as to perform trigger handling and synchronisation with the data taken216
by the AHCAL and TCMT prototype.217
The raw data from the CRC includes information about the detector conﬁguration, tempera-218
ture recordings, voltage settings, calibration constants and other speciﬁc information associated219
with the run in addition to the MPPC signals. It was stored in the LCIO format, the standard220
for ILC R&D. The actual readout system of the ScECAL prototype was based on that used for221
the CALICE AHCAL, as described in Ref. [8].222
2.3 Characterisation of MPPCs and their non-linear response223
The prototype used 2160 MPPCs. This subsection discusses how MPPCs were characterised in224
our laboratory. One of MPPC’s characteristics is its non-linear response which is inherent for all225
SiPMs. The correction for the eﬀects of this non-linear response is described in the calibration226
procedure in Section 4.1.227
MPPC characterisation The gain G of the MPPC is proportional to the excess voltage ap-228
plied above the breakdown voltage (over-voltage), ∆V. The gain can therefore be expressed229
as G = C∆V, where C is the average single pixel capacitance of the MPPC. Two sets of230
MPPCs were used to in the prototype: the ﬁrst 276 pieces were produced in 2007 while231
the remaining 1884 were produced in 2008 2. All MPPCs had 1600 pixels in an active232
area of 1× 1mm2. The properties of all MPPCs in these two sets were measured before233
constructing the detector prototype. For each MPPC, the gain, noise rate and capacitance234
were measured as a function of the bias voltage. Figure 7 left shows the distribution of235
the breakdown voltage of MPPCs, and right shows the extracted single-pixel capacitance236
C for the two sets. The MPPCs produced in 2008 were used throughout most of the237
prototype, while those produced in 2007 were installed only in the ﬁrst and the fourth238
rows of layers 21–28. By installing the 2007 devices in the layers and rows with low energy239
2 The bespoke model provided by Hamamatsu K.K. [15] to CALICE was Model MPPC-11-025M, corresponding
closely to the commercially available device S10362-11-25P.
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deposits, possible systematic eﬀects associated with two sets of sensors are reduced. The240
∆V is tuned to 3.0V for all channels in the test beam experiment.241
Correction for the non-linear response The non-linear response of MPPCs is approximately
described by:
F (Nin) ≡ Nﬁred = Npix
{
1− exp
(−ϵNin
Npix
)}
, (1)
where Nﬁred is the number of ﬁred MPPC pixels, Npix is the number of pixels on the242
MPPC, ϵ is the photon detection eﬃciency, and Nin is the number of photons incident on243
the MPPC surface. For a low light levels, the output spectrum of the MPPC has clear244
peaks corresponding to the ﬁred pixels, allowing the number of ADC counts corresponding245
to one ﬁred pixel to be determined. For higher light levels, where such discrete peaks are246
smeared out, the mean signal is divided by the number of ADC counts corresponding to247
one ﬁred pixel to determine the number of ﬁred pixels.248
However, this function requires modiﬁcation to take into account the possibility that a249
single pixel may ﬁre more than once during a signal pulse event. The fact that the 12 ns250
decay time of a WLS ﬁbre [24] is longer than the 4 ns MPPC pixel recovery time [25],251
illustrates this phenomenon. In this study the eﬀective number of pixels, N eﬀpix, rather252
than a constant number of pixels, Npix, is used to represent this behaviour. The parameter253
N eﬀpix was determined empirically through measurements of 72 channels in layer 30 of the254
prototype by ﬁtting Equation 1 to the signals from these channels. The 30th layer consists255
entirely of MPPCs produced in 2008. The impact of possible diﬀerences in N eﬀpix between256
the 2007 and 2008 MPPCs is discussed in Section 5.2. The signals are collected using a257
ps pulsed laser, of wavelength 408 nm and FWHM 31 ps3, after the detector had been258
disassembled into layers and transported to Matsumoto, Japan. Figure 8 shows a schematic259
of the setup used to measure the saturating response, while Fig. 9 left shows a typical260
MPPC response, i.e. the number of MPPC pixels ﬁred as a function of the incident photon261
signal as measured using a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Therefore, ϵ in Equation 1 includes262
the normalisation factor relating the PMT signal to the number of photons incident on the263
MPPC. Equation 1, even with N eﬀpix, is only applicable within a limited range, outside of264
which the response function changes at high photon yields, because the recovery of pixels265
depends on the number of incident photons [26]: a constant parameter, N eﬀpix, characterises266
the behaviour. The upper limit on the range over which Equation 1 is ﬁtted is based on the267
point at which the data stop exhibiting exponential behaviour. Figure 9 right shows the268
slope of Fig. 9 left with respect to the PMT response. The plot has two distinct regions269
of approximately linear behaviour on a logarithmic scale. These are ﬁtted separately,270
and the intersection of these two linear ﬁts is taken as the upper limit of the ﬁt range for271
Fig. 9 left. To put these eﬀects of non-linear response into context, considering only MPPCs272
that register a signal during a 32GeV electron beam run, fewer than 1% of MPPCs have273
Nﬁred > 2000. Figure 10 shows the distribution of N
eﬀ
pix, obtained by ﬁtting the parameters274
of Equation 1 to measurements from 72 strips in layer 30. This distribution has a mean275
and a SD of 2428 and 245 pixels, respectively. This mean value was used to implement276
the correction for the MPPC non-linear response for all channels.277
3 Test beam at FNAL278
3.1 Beams and setup279
The prototype described in Section 2.1 was exposed to particle beams of varying type and energy280
at the Meson Test Beam Facility number 6 (MT6) at Fermilab: electrons between 1 and 32GeV281
3PiL040X (Head) + EIG2000DX (Controller) provided by Advanced Laser Diode System A.L.S. GmbH.
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Figure 7: Distributions of breakdown voltage (left) and pixel capacitance (right) of the MPPCs
produced in 2007 (hatched) and 2008 (open).
Figure 8: Experimental setup for the N eﬀpix measurement: a) target scintillator wrapped in re-
ﬂective foil (front-view and side-view); b) WLS ﬁbre; c) irradiation position with a small hole in
reﬂector; d) MPPC; e) semi-transparent mirror; f) photomultiplier tube; g) lens; h) polarising
plate (ﬁxed); and i) polarising plate (rotatable).
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Figure 11: Conﬁguration of detectors on the MT6 beam-line at the MTBF. Schematic is not
to scale. A right-handed coordinate system is shown. Italic numbers at bottom/right of detector
elements show their thicknesses. All dimensions are in mm.
to study the electromagnetic response of the detector; 32GeV muons for detector calibration;282
charged pions between 1 and 32GeV to study the hadronic response in combination with the283
AHCAL and TCMT. The time structure of the beams was one 4 s spill per minute in MT6.284
This paper reports the response of the prototype to the electron beam data collected in May285
2009 at energies between 2GeV and 32GeV.286
The setup of the beam line is shown in Fig. 11. A Cˇerenkov counter [27] placed upstream287
of the experimental area was used for triggering, together with various combinations of plastic288
scintillators. A 200× 200mm2 counter provided the trigger signals for muon runs, while a pair289
of 100×100mm2 counters provided the trigger signals for pion and electron runs: a coincidence290
signal from two counters separated by 2.5 m along the beam direction was required. Additionally,291
a 1× 1m2 counter with a 200× 200mm2 hole at its centre was used as a veto counter. The292
combinations of trigger counter and the pressure of the Cˇerenkov counter nitrogen gas for the293
electron and muon runs are listed in Table 1. For beam energies E = 8GeV and 12GeV, two294
diﬀerent Cˇerenkov counter pressures were used. The eﬀects of these diﬀerences are small and295
are included in estimating systematic uncertainties. The 200× 200mm2 counter also served as296
a multiplicity counter to distinguish multi-particle events from single particle events: the signal297
amplitude of this counter was used to remove multi-particle events in the oﬀ-line analysis.298
Table 1: Trigger systems used for diﬀerent particles and energies. The pressure
of the Cˇerenkov counter used for each trigger conﬁguration is also indicated.
Particle E[ GeV ] Trigger Cˇerenkov pressure (hPA)
muon 32 200×200mm2 -
electron 2 100×100mm2 345
electron 4 100×100mm2 345
electron 8 100×100mm2 282, 158
electron 12 100×100mm2 158, 138
electron 15 100×100mm2 138
electron 20 100×100mm2 138
electron 30 100×100mm2 103
electron 32 100×100mm2 103
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Figure 12: Temperature of the ScECAL prototype during the muon and electron runs collected
in 2009. The air conditioning system of the experimental hall was not operational in the period
to the left of the vertical line.
3.2 Temperature measurement299
The temperature of the prototype was measured using two thermocouples, one located on the300
top of the ﬁrst ScECAL layer and the other at the bottom of the last layer. Figure 12 shows the301
temperature of data acquisition periods, averaged over each run with a 1 Hz data recording rate302
and over the two sensors. Data were recorded in runs with durations varying between 16 and 85303
minutes, and the average temperature of the prototype within a given run was stable to within304
0.24◦C. The temperatures recorded varied between 19.0◦C and 27.5◦C. Although this large305
variation was caused in part by a malfunction of the air conditioning of the experimental hall306
over a period of two days at the beginning of the data-taking period, this allowed a robust test307
of the sensitivity of the ScECAL to be performed and conﬁrms the resilience of the prototype.308
4 Reconstruction procedure309
This section gives an overview of the calibration procedure, the determination of the calibration310
factors, and the subsequent measurement of the energy spectra.311
4.1 Calibration procedure312
The ScECAL calibration is performed in three steps:313
1. relative calibration of cells, to ensure uniform cell-to-cell response;314
2. gain calibration (in ADC counts), to determine the signal amplitude corresponding to a315
single ﬁred pixel, and316
3. calibration to an absolute energy scale, using electromagnetic showers.317
For the ﬁrst step, the cell-to-cell response of cells is normalised using the response of each cell318
to beams of muons, which approximate minimum ionising particles (MIP). The most probable319
value (MPV) of the signal distribution obtained using muons and measured in ADC counts,320
cMIP, is the calibration factor of this procedure. After this calibration, the visible energy in the321
detector is expressed in units of MIPs.322
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A second calibration step is performed to correct for the non-linear response of MPPCs.323
The inverse of Equation 1 unfolds the eﬀects of non-linear response as discussed in Section 2.3.324
However, as F−1 is a function of the number of ﬁred pixels, the amplitude of the signal must be325
converted accordingly. The relevant ADC–photoelectron conversion factor (cp.e.) is determined326
in situ for each channel, where a photoelectron corresponds to an electron-hole pair in the SiPM327
triggering a geiger discharge of a pixel, which also corresponds to a ﬁred SiPM pixel. This is an328
essential role for the LED-based gain monitoring system discussed in Section 2.1.329
The second step—the calibration of each MPPC—includes one additional calibration coeﬃ-330
cient, because cp.e. is measured using a high-gain ampliﬁer to achieve a suﬃcient separation of331
photoelectron peaks [8], whereas the signals in physics data taking are acquired using a lower332
gain due to the wider dynamic range required. This calibration coeﬃcient, referred to as inter-333
calibration coeﬃcient (cinter), is measured for each channel as the ratio of the amplitudes of the334
response to LED light with the high-gain to the low-gain settings. Therefore, a cinter includes335
not only the ratio of ampliﬁer in electronics but also the eﬀect from the diﬀerence of pulse shape336
time between the high-gain and low-gain modes.337
These calibration constants, namely the ADC-MIP conversion factor, the ADC–photoelectron
conversion factor and the inter-calibration coeﬃcient for each channel, were determined in situ
and are discussed in Section 4.3. With these constants, a signal in channel i for the physics
study can be written as:
Acorri [MIP] = F
−1
(
Ai[ADC](T )
cinteri
cp.e.i (T )
) cp.e.i (T )
cinteri · cMIPi (T )
, (2)
where Ai[ADC](T ) is the uncorrected signal of the cell in ADC counts for a detector of tem-338
perature T , and F−1 has a parameter N eﬀpix instead of Npix as discussed in Section 2.3, and ϵ is339
cancelled in Equation 2 because both a F−1 and a cMIP are inversely proportional to the ϵ.340
Each calibration factor is determined as a function of temperature. The sum of these signals
represents the energy of an event in a physics run, in units of MIPs, and is given by
Ereco[MIP] =
∑
all strips
Acorri [MIP] . (3)
The mean of Ereco as a function of the incident beam energy represents the calibration of the341
ScECAL to an energy scale in GeV as required for the third calibration step. The demonstration342
of this calibration is one of the primary goals of the test beam activity reported in this article.343
Detailed results are discussed in Section 5.344
4.2 Calibration runs and pedestal measurements345
To determine the cMIP, six muon runs were recorded over a wide range of temperatures, allowing346
the temperature dependence to be quantiﬁed. To determine the cp.e., several LED calibration347
runs were typically recorded per day. During each run of 50 000 events, the LED power was348
changed in eleven steps to ensure that some events with a suitable photon yield were present in349
all channels.350
Inter-calibration runs were also taken in the LED calibration runs. For these, intermediate351
intensity LED light was injected into each channel and the signal in ADC counts was measured352
in both the low-gain and high-gain modes. In each such run, 50 000 events were taken for each353
of the eleven diﬀerent LED power settings.354
The signal pedestals were monitored by recording 500 randomly triggered events in the period355
between beam spills. The mean values of these pedestal events were calculated separately for356
each channel, and subtracted from signals collected during the subsequent set of beam events.357
The widths of the pedestals were also calculated as the RMS for each channel.358
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Figure 13: Distribution of pedestal-subtracted energy deposits from MIP-like par-
ticles in a single (typical) channel. The solid line shows the result of a ﬁt using a
Gaussian-convoluted Landau function.
4.3 Determination of calibration constants359
Three calibration factors, cMIP, cp.e. and cinter, discussed in Section 4.1 are determined in this360
subsection. The methods through which these are also evaluated are described.361
4.3.1 ADC-MIP conversion factor362
To select muon events hits were required to be present in at least ten layers in the same lateral363
strip position of the same oriented layers of y—having detail segmentation in x—(x layer) or364
x—having detail segmentation in y—(y layer). A strip was deﬁned to have been hit if the365
recorded signal value was more than three times the width of a Gaussian function ﬁtted to the366
corresponding pedestal distribution. As an example, Fig. 13 shows the distribution of signal367
recorded in a typical single strip for muon events, ﬁtted with a Gaussian-convoluted Landau368
function. The MPV of the function is taken to be the cMIP, and the mean uncertainty of all369
channels on the ﬁtted MPV was (1.8± 0.7)%.370
The MPV of each channel was measured in six dedicated runs at various temperatures,
allowing the temperature dependence of the MIP response to be determined. This is illustrated
for a typical channel in Fig. 14, showing a linear dependence of the Landau MPV on the average
temperature during a run. The cMIP is therefore expressed as
cMIP(T ) = cMIP(T0) +
dcMIP
dT
(T − T0) , (4)
where T is the temperature at which the measurement was taken, and T0 is a reference temper-371
ature. The parameters cMIP(T0) and dc
MIP/dT were determined for each channel and account372
for the eﬀect of temperature on the energy deposit as measured in each channel. Figure 15373
shows the distributions of the cMIP, estimated at 20◦C, and (dcMIP/dT )/cMIP.374
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Figure 14: Measured cMIP of a typical channel as a function of the average detec-
tor temperature during a data taking run. The line shows the result of a linear ﬁt.
This ﬁtting gives cMIP(20◦C) = 189± 14. This channel used a MPPC from the 2008
production.
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Figure 16: Typical spectrum of a LED run for a single channel, with the results of
a three-Gaussian function ﬁt overlaid. The arrow indicates cp.e. for this channel.
4.3.2 ADC–photoelectron conversion factor375
The cp.e. was determined by measuring signal distributions consisting of a few peaks of photo-376
electrons induced by LED light during the dedicated runs discussed in Section 4.2. Figure 16377
shows an example of an MPPC signal distribution, for one of several LED intensities used during378
a calibration run. The pedestal and ﬁrst two peaks of photoelectrons are easily distinguished.379
Three Gaussian functions are used to ﬁt this distribution, with six free parameters: the ampli-380
tudes of the three Gaussian functions; the peak position of the ﬁrst Gaussian function; a sigma381
equal for all three functions, and an equal distance between adjacent peaks, corresponding to382
the MPPC gain. The latter parameter is the cp.e. of this channel. Where successful ﬁts were383
obtained for more than one of the LED intensities used during the calibration runs, a weighted384
average of cp.e. was used. The mean fractional uncertainty on cp.e., averaged over all channels385
and temperatures, is (0.7± 0.3)%.386
The LED data were collected in nine runs and the variation in conditions between these runs387
allowed the temperature dependence of cp.e. to be determined. The cp.e. was parametrised in388
the same way as cMIP, assuming a linear dependence with temperature. Approximately 80%389
of all channels were calibrated using the LED system. In the remaining channels, either the390
pedestals had two peaks because of noise in the LED circuit or the peaks of photoelectrons391
were not suﬃciently distinct as to be separable. The majority of these were concentrated within392
a few rows of channels, mostly located on the ﬁrst or fourth (outermost) rows of layers. The393
two-peak pedestals were not observed during physics runs. Figure 17 shows the distributions394
of cp.e. (at 20◦C) and (dcp.e./cp.e.)/dT for completeness. The temperature dependence of cp.e.395
is only aﬀected by gain variations, whereas the dependence of cMIP on temperature includes396
contributions from both variations in gain and variations in the photon detection eﬃciency.397
Where they were available, these cp.e.(T ) values were used to apply the correction of MPPC398
non-linear response to electron data at temperature T , channel-by-channel. The following cri-399
teria were also required: 170 < cp.e.(T0 = 20
◦C) < 260 ADC counts/photoelectron; the corre-400
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Figure 17: left Distribution of cp.e.(T0 = 20◦C). MPPCs produced in 2007 and 2008 have diﬀerent
characteristics (cf. Fig. 7). right Distribution of (dcp.e./dT )/cp.e.. The curve shows the result of a Gaussian
ﬁt used to extract the mean and SD.
sponding ﬁt uncertainty between 0.2 and 50 ADC counts/photoelectron. For channels where401
successful ﬁts were not obtained, the average value of successfully ﬁtted channels was used: 77%402
of all channels have individual cp.e.(T0 = 20
◦C). A single value for (dcp.e./dT )/cp.e., taken from403
the mean of the Gaussian ﬁt as shown in Fig. 17, is used for all channels.404
4.3.3 Inter-calibration constant405
The dedicated inter-calibration runs used LED light of higher intensity, which could be measured
in both high-gain and low-gain modes of the ASIC. Figure 18 left compares MPPC response in
the two operating modes for the same LED power. A cinter for each channel was determined as
cinter =
〈Ahighi 〉
〈Alowi 〉
, (5)
where Ahighi and A
low
i are the signal amplitudes in the high-gain and low-gain modes of pream-406
pliﬁers, respectively.407
As shown in Fig. 18 right, the distribution of cinter has a tail extending to large values.408
These channels have unexpectedly small Ahighi and A
low
i values due to insuﬃcient light supplied409
by the LED even at its highest power setting. Most of these channels were located at the far end410
of the ﬁbres distributing the LED light. An additional contribution to large cinter values in such411
cases is a possible downward pedestal shift during LED runs due to large power consumption412
of other highly illuminated channels. The impact of this eﬀect should be more pronounced for413
small values of Alowi . Having conﬁrmed
d that the large cinter does not represent real cinter,414
we replaced the cinter value of all channels that are more than 2RMS above the mean of the415
entire distribution by the mean calculated using only channels that are below this boundary.416
The sensitivity of the energy resolution to the choice of this boundary is taken into account as417
a potential systematic uncertainty.418
dExchanging the electronics of the DAQ for those channels with normal channels conﬁrmed that the large cinter
was not due to a genuine change of Ahighi / A
low
i . This behavior on those channels was uncorrelated with c
p.e.. The
cMIP on those channels shows no correlation with cinter.
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Figure 18: left: Distributions of the MPPC response to LED light in an inter-calibration run before
pedestal subtraction, using the high-gain mode (open) and the low-gain mode (hatched). The same LED
power was supplied in both cases. right: Distribution of the inter-calibration constant cinter. The arrow
shows the boundary above which an average value of cinter is used, to avoid excessively large cinter values,
see text for details.
4.4 Reconstruction of electron energy spectra419
The energy E of events recorded during electron runs were reconstructed according to Equa-420
tions 2 and 3, as discussed in Section 4.1. In this reconstruction procedure, signals that are less421
than three RMS above the mean were rejected in both data and the simulation. Events recorded422
in electron runs that are triggered by the Cˇerenkov counter still include contamination from pi-423
ons, muons, and multi-particle events. To further enhance the purity of the electron sample and424
to select events that are contained within the ﬁducial volume of the ScECAL prototype, the425
following selection criteria were applied:426
1. the layer with maximum reconstructed energy must be within the ﬁrst 20 ScECAL layers;427
2. the reconstructed energy in this layer must exceed a beam energy dependent threshold, as428
given in Table 2;429
3. the reconstructed energy of the highest energy AHCAL layer must be less than 20 MIPs;430
4. the reconstructed energy in the most downstream layer of the AHCAL must be less than431
0.4 MIPs;432
5. the energy-weighted mean position—measured using only x layers—of ScECAL hits must433
be within 40mm of the detector centre in the x direction;434
6. equivalent of criterion 5 in y; and435
7. the multiplicity counter signal should correspond to less than 1.4 MIP [27],436
where the ﬁrst three criteria reduce contamination from both pions and muons, the fourth437
further reduces that of muons, the ﬁfth and sixth deﬁne the lateral ﬁducial area and the seventh438
reduces the selection of multi-particle events.439
Figure 19 shows the reconstructed energy spectrum of events recorded in a single 2GeV440
electron run and a single 32GeV electron run after the sequential application of these selection441
cuts, and the energy spectrum after all cuts. These criteria remove almost all two-particle442
events, which are identiﬁed as having higher energies than the main electron peak. The residual443
contamination form particles other than electrons, associated with energies below the main444
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Figure 19: Energy spectra of events collected in a 2GeV electron run (top: a, b), and 32GeV electron run
(bottom: c, d). Left: (a, c) show the eﬀects of the sequential application of selection criteria 1–7, see text
for details. Right: (b, d) show the spectrum after all cuts. A solid curve in (b) and (d) is the result of a
Gaussian ﬁt in a range that contains 90% of selected events.
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Table 2: Energy thresholds required for the layer with maximum recon-
structed energy.
Beam energy Minimum energy
[GeV ] reconstructed [MIP]([GeV])
2 15 (0.12)
4 27 (0.21)
8 54 (0.42)
12 80 (0.62)
15 95 (0.73)
20 125 (0.96)
30 200 (1.54)
32 200 (1.54)
peak, is less than between 0.1% (32GeV) and 1% (2GeV). The ﬁnal spectrum is described445
well by a Gaussian function in a range of ± 1.65σ. The reduced χ2 of the ﬁts to the spectra446
collected at all energies were between 0.9 and 1.2. The mean reconstructed energy, Ereco, and447
resolution, σE , were obtained from the mean and width of the Gaussian function ﬁtted to the448
reconstructed energy spectra. The relative resolution is calculated as the ratio σE/Ereco. The449
systematic uncertainty originating from the restricted ﬁtting range is discussed in Section 5.2.450
Data from runs with the same nominal beam energy were combined, weighted by their statistical451
uncertainties.452
5 Performance of the prototype453
5.1 Mean and resolution with statistical uncertainties454
Table 3 summarises the mean energy response and resolution for each beam energy, together455
with their statistical uncertainties. Figure 20 shows the energy resolutions of the ﬁve runs456
collected at 4GeV. The variations measured in diﬀerent runs at the same nominal energy are457
all smaller than the uncertainty of the beam energy spread which is discussed in the following458
subsection.
Table 3: Mean reconstructed energy and relative resolution for the
combined data sets. The resolution includes the intrinsic energy spread
of the beam. The uncertainties are statistical only.
Beam energy [GeV ] Ereco[MIP] σE/Ereco(%)
2 281.53±0.08 9.633±0.035
4 545.10±0.12 6.855±0.026
8 1076.52±0.14 5.049±0.015
12 1588.43±0.22 4.388±0.016
15 1966.31±0.23 4.222±0.014
20 2589.30±0.29 3.791±0.013
30 3910.4 ±0.6 3.445±0.017
32 4201.5 ±0.7 3.425±0.020
459
In contrast, the mean reconstructed energies measured in other runs show variations that are460
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Figure 20: The energy resolution obtained from the ﬁve electron runs
collected at a beam energy of 4GeV. The uncertainties show only statistic
uncertainties.
beyond what is expected from their statistical uncertainties, as seen in Fig. 21. Imperfections461
in the correction for temperature variation were considered as a possible explanation for this462
diﬀerence. However, Fig. 21 shows that the correlation between the reconstructed energy of463
individual runs and the temperature is only apparent for runs taken at 8GeV, 12GeV, and464
20GeV. The following subsections discuss investigations into potential sources of systematic465
eﬀects that may account for these diﬀerences.466
5.2 Systematic uncertainties467
We consider sources of potential systematic uncertainty from the event selection criteria, the468
calibration factors/constants, correction of the MPPC non-linear response and the beam energy469
spread. Table 4 lists the contributions from diﬀerent sources to the overall uncertainty for each470
beam energy.471
Event selection472
As discussed in Section 4.4, seven cuts were used to select well-contained electron events.473
To estimate the systematic uncertainties associated with these selection criteria, the impact474
of varying the applied cuts was evaluated. The largest contribution to the energy mean475
arises from the ﬁducial volume cut in the x direction, due to the larger beam spread in x476
than in y.477
ADC-MIP conversion factor478
Systematic uncertainties on the ScECAL performance originating from the statistical un-479
certainty in the extraction of cMIP were estimated. The assumed values of cMIP(T0) and480
dcMIP/dT were randomly ﬂuctuated around their central values using a Gaussian prob-481
ability distribution function (PDF) with a width equal to the statistical uncertainty of482
these parameters extracted for each channel. The data were re-analysed twenty times483
using such ﬂuctuated calibrations. The absolute value of the systematic uncertainty from484
cMIP(T0)(dc
MIP/dT ) on the reconstructed energy mean is less than 0.3% (0.06%) for all485
beam energies.486
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Figure 21: Ratio of the reconstructed mean of individual runs to their average
vs. temperature during data taking.
ADC–photoelectron conversion factor487
A similar method is applied to systematic uncertainties originating from cp.e., and eﬀects488
on the reconstructed mean energies were found to be negligible.489
Inter-calibration constant490
Systematic eﬀects arising from uncertainties in the inter-calibration constants are also491
studied using a pseudo-experiment method. In the case of channels with a successfully492
measured inter-calibration constant, the constant is varied according to a Gaussian PDF,493
whose width is the uncertainty of the inter-calibration constant of the channel under con-494
sideration. In the case of channels where the measurement was not successful, the SD of495
inter-calibration constants for all measured channels was used as the width of the Gaus-496
sian PDF. On the basis of twenty such pseudo-experiments, changes in performance were497
negligibly small. As discussed in Section 4.3.3, the value of cinterin any channel that was498
more than 2 σ above the mean of all channels, was replaced by the mean value itself. To499
investigate the eﬀect of this procedure, the criterion of the cinter cut was changed from500
1 σ to 3 σ and also for the case of all measured cinter. The relative shifts found in the501
mean and the resolution of energy with respect to the default case were less than 0.01%502
when changing the criterion from 1 to 3 σ for all energies, and less than 0.1% when all503
measured cinter were used. Therefore, the systematic uncertainties from this procedure are504
also considered to be negligible.505
The number of eﬀective pixels of the MPPC506
The number of eﬀective MPPC pixels, N eﬀpix, was measured in 72 strips. The mean of these507
72 measurements was used when applying correction of the MPPC non-linear response508
to all strips of the prototype. Pseudo-experiments in which N eﬀpix of each strip was varied509
with a Gaussian PDF were performed to study the impact of the uncertainties of this510
quantity. The width of the Gaussian PDF was taken as the SD of the 72 measurements.511
Eﬀects on calorimeter performance were rather small: the absolute value of the systematic512
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uncertainty from the uncertainty of the number of eﬀective pixels is less than 0.13% for513
all beam energies. The 72 MPPC samples are all from the 2008 production. A N eﬀpix of the514
2007 production is estimatede to be 2185, which is within one SD of of the 2008 products.515
We estimated this value using data from the ﬁrst prototype where all MPPCs were 2007516
products [11]. Additionally, the 2007 products only represent 13% of all MPPCs in the517
prototype and these are all located in peripheral regions. Therefore, we ignore the eﬀect518
of diﬀerences between the 2008 and 2007 devices.519
Response dependence on hit position along the strip length520
A previous ScECAL prototype using extruded scintillator strips demonstrated a signiﬁcant521
dependence of the response on the hit position along the scintillator strips [28]. This522
response non-uniformity results in a signiﬁcant degradation of the energy resolution.523
Applying a screen in front of the MPPC (shown in Fig. 4), together with higher scintillator524
quality, has demonstrated signiﬁcant improvements. Figure 22 shows the MIP response of525
a channel as a function of the distance from the MPPC, and the distribution of the ratio526
of response at the far end side to the MPPC side for all channels in the prototype (with527
the exception of four dead channels). A response ratio for each channel was determined528
from the result of a single exponential function: the measured position dependence was529
ﬁtted by a single exponential function, and a response ratio deﬁned as the ratio of this530
function at the two strip ends. The mean and RMS of the measured uniformity are531
(88.3± 4.3)%. This uniformity of the response within each strip has been measured using532
muon events by reconstructing the position within a strip using information from layers533
with diﬀerent orientation. Simulation studies with and without a description of this non-534
uniformity demonstrated that the maximum degradation of the energy resolution due to535
non-uniformity is ∆(σE/E) = +0.04% at 2 GeV. Details of the simulation study are given536
in Section 6.1. Within uncertainties, there is no signiﬁcant change of σE/E as a function537
of beam position associated with the non-uniformity.
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Figure 22: An example of the MIP response as a function of the distance from the MPPC side (left), and
the distribution of the ratio of response at the far end side to the MPPC side, determined by ﬁtting with an
exponential function (right).
538
Beam energy spread539
eThis is after correcting for known diﬀerences in the 2007 production due to absence of a photon screen and use
of WLS ﬁbre rather than direct coupling to the MPPC.
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The beam provided at MT6 has a relative beam energy spread ∆E/E = 2% for beam540
energies in the range 1—60GeV [29]. Tests of a Pb/glass calorimeter performed at the541
same beam-line led to an estimate of the relative beam energy spread of 2.7± 0.3% for beam542
energies in the range 1–4GeV [30]. Another experiment measured a relative spread of 2.3%543
for 8GeV [31] by using the same Pb/glass calorimeter. A third study has also estimated a544
energy spread of 2.3% in the range 1.5–3.5GeV [32]. Using these measurements we assign a545
beam energy spread of (2.7±0.3)% for beam energies between 2 and 4GeV, and (2.3±0.3)%546
for the range 8–32GeV. To estimate the intrinsic energy resolution of the prototype, this547
energy spread should be quadratically subtracted from the energy resolution determined.548
The systematic uncertainty on this procedure arises from the uncertainty of the intrinsic549
beam energy spread, taken to be 0.3%, and is motivated by the spread and uncertainties550
of the available measurements.551
Fitting range of the energy spectra552
We determined the ﬁtting range of the energy spectra to ±1.65σ. The mean and σ were553
obtained using a recursion method of the Gaussian ﬁtting to the spectrum i.e. the mean554
and σ obtained in one iteration step were used in the next iteration to determine the555
ﬁtting range. The mean converged in fewer than four iterations. For smaller ﬁt ranges,556
the reduced χ2 does not improve in a signiﬁcant way. For larger ﬁt ranges of ±2.33σ557
and ±2.58σ, the reduced χ2 increases by up to factor 3. (The reasons for this large558
reduced χ2 are small residual contaminations in the tail of spectrum.) Thus a large ﬁtting559
range introduces bias to the reconstructed energy mean and its resolution. To account for560
the impact these range variations may have, we assigned systematic uncertainties for the561
reconstructed energy mean and σE/Ereco using diﬀerences obtained between ﬁtting within562
± 1.65σ and smaller. These systematic uncertainties are negligible for all energies except563
Ebeam = 2GeV, where a systematic contribution of 0.01% is added in quadrature to the564
“total ??in Table 4.565
Summary of uncertainties on each beam energy566
Table 4 summarises the diﬀerent systematic uncertainties for the considered beam ener-567
gies together with the statistical uncertainties. Figure 23 shows the same data as those568
of Fig. 21, but with systematic uncertainties discussed above included. The systematic569
uncertainties have a size comparable with the run-to-run variations, except for the 12, 15,570
and 20GeV cases, where the variation is larger than the estimated uncertainties. Those571
data were acquired early in the test beam period when there were frequent changes made to572
the beam conditions. This potentially results in changes of the beam energy with changing573
beam conditions. We conservatively assign the SD of the observed run-to-run variations574
as the systematic uncertainties in such cases. Table 5 lists the sum of the individually esti-575
mated uncertainties and the deviations estimated from the run-to-run variation. To reduce576
the impact of double counting of uncertainties, the larger of the two values is assigned as577
the ﬁnal systematic uncertainty for each individual beam energy. Table 6 lists the energy578
resolution at each beam energy after subtraction of the beam energy spread, together with579
its systematic and statistical uncertainties. The quadrature sum of all systematic eﬀects580
is completely dominated by the beam energy spread.581
5.3 Linearity and energy resolution of the ScECAL prototype582
Figure 24 shows the mean reconstructed energy (as shown in Table 3, with uncertainties from583
Table 5) as a function of the incident beam energy. The solid line is the result of a linear ﬁt584
to these measurements. The slope and oﬀset are (130.22 ± 0.26)MIP/GeV and (23.2 ± 1.6)585
MIP, respectively. The ﬁgure also shows the deviation from linearity at each beam energy. The586
maximum deviation from linearity is (1.1± 0.4)%, at 8 GeV.587
Figure 25 shows the energy resolution as a function of the inverse of the square root of the
beam energy. The data points and their uncertainties are taken from Table 6: the intrinsic
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Figure 23: Ratio of the reconstructed mean of individual runs to the aver-
age of all runs at a given beam energy (including systematic uncertainties) vs.
temperature during data taking.
Table 4: The uncertainties in the mean measured energy (%) for combined data sets.
Ebeam range-x other cuts c
MIP(T0 = 20
◦C)) dcMIP/dT Npix statistical total
[GeV ]
2 +0.22−0.45
+0.09
−0.37 ±0.23 ±0.03 ±0.11 ±0.03 +0.36−0.65
4 +0.21−0.25
+0.07
−0.22 ±0.09 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.02 +0.24−0.35
8 +0.12−0.08
+0.06
−0.03 ±0.21 ±0.03 ±0.05 ±0.01 +0.27−0.25
12 +0.10−0.02
+0.04
−0.04 ±0.16 ±0.03 ±0.05 ±0.01 +0.21−0.19
15 +0.07−0.06
+0.04
−0.03 ±0.13 ±0.04 ±0.04 ±0.01 +0.18−0.17
20 +0.18−0.04
+0.06
−0.04 ±0.13 ±0.04 ±0.04 ±0.01 +0.24−0.16
30 +0.13−0.01
+0.12
−0.02 ±0.12 ±0.06 ±0.16 ±0.01 +0.28−0.22
32 +0.02−0.00
+0.09
−0.03 ±0.23 ±0.04 ±0.13 ±0.02 +0.30−0.28
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Table 5: Relative uncertainties of Ereco from run-to-run variations (second column) and from
all sources of estimated systematic uncertainties summed up in quadrature with statistical
uncertainties (third column). The ﬁnal relative uncertainties applied in the further linearity
and resolution analysis are shown in the last column.
Ebeam Relative uncertainty (%)
[GeV ]
Run variations Estimated uncertainties Final uncertainties
2 ±0.58 −0.65 +0.36 −0.65 +0.58
4 ±0.34 −0.35 +0.24 −0.35 +0.34
8 ±0.44 −0.25 +0.27 −0.44 +0.44
12 ±1.23 −0.19 +0.21 −1.23 +1.23
15 ±0.66 −0.17 +0.18 −0.66 +0.66
20 ±0.79 −0.16 +0.24 −0.79 +0.79
30 ±0.17 −0.22 +0.28 −0.22 +0.28
32 ±0.27 −0.28 +0.30 −0.28 +0.30
Table 6: Measured energy resolutions and their statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties, after subtraction of beam energy spread, for each beam energy, Ebeam.
Ebeam energy resolution systematic statistical
[ GeV ] σE/E (%)
2 9.06 ±0.34 ±0.038
4 6.25 ±0.35 ±0.028
8 4.48 ±0.33 ±0.016
12 3.72 ±0.32 ±0.018
15 3.55 ±0.31 ±0.015
20 3.04 ±0.33 ±0.030
30 2.59 ±0.34 ±0.018
32 2.52 ±0.33 ±0.022
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Figure 24: Response of the ScECAL prototype to 2–32GeV electrons (top),
deviation from the result of a linear ﬁt divided by the linear ﬁt (bottom). The error
bars show the sum in quadrature of the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
beam energy spread has been subtracted. The curve shows the result of a ﬁt to the data using
a two-component parametrisation of the energy resolution:
σE
Ereco
=
Cstoch√
Ebeam[ GeV]
⊕ Cconst, (6)
where Cstoch and Cconst are free to vary in the ﬁt and determined to be (12.5±0.4)% and (1.2±588
0.4)%, respectively. The uncertainties include both systematic and statistical contributions.589
The systematic uncertainties originating from the three calibration factors, cMIP, cp.e., and590
cinter on the stochastic and constant terms of the energy resolution were investigated by using591
a pseudo-experiment method as discussed in Section 5.2. As examples, Fig. 26 shows the592
distribution of the stochastic (left) and constant (right) terms of the energy resolution in the593
pseudo-experiments in which cMIP(T0 = 20
◦C) was varied. The mean values slightly increased594
from the nominal value, because the random variations of those constants keep them away from595
true values. Therefore, we take RMS values of those for the uncertainty. The RMS of the energy596
resolution for each beam energy is included in the systematic uncertainties in Table 6 as well as597
the uncertainty of N eﬀpix and cut variations.598
The statistical uncertainties in the energy resolution and stochastic terms of Equation 6 are599
determined by ﬁtting to data, taking into account only statistical contributions from Table 6.600
The central values of the stochastic term and the constant term are determined by using both601
statistical and systematic uncertainties in these ﬁts.602
The uncertainty arising from the intrinsic beam energy spread is considered to be completely603
correlated across all beam energies. The propagation of these uncertainties into the stochastic604
and constant terms are therefore conservatively estimated as the change from the nominal result605
caused by varying Cstoch and Cconst coherently by ± 0.3% at all energies. These changes are606
taken to be the systematic uncertainties associated with these terms due to the beam energy607
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Figure 25: Energy resolution of the ScECAL as a function of the inverse square
root of the beam energy. The error bars show the sum in quadrature of the
statistical and systematic uncertainties.
spread, combined with the statistical uncertainty. Therefore, the residuals after quadratically608
subtracting statistical uncertainties from the uncertainties determined above, are considered as609
the systematic uncertainties from the beam energy spread. The uncertainty of the constant610
term from the intrinsic beam energy spread is −0.7%, +0.5%, while all other sources combined611
correspond to ±0.09%. The uncertainty assuming incoherent ﬂuctuations is negligibly small.612
Regarding the stochastic term, the uncertainties estimated above are much smaller than the613
case assuming the uncertainties of beam energy spread do not have coherent behaviour among614
energy points. Therefore, the systematic uncertainty originating from the uncertainties due to615
beam energy spread is conservatively adopted from the incoherent case as 0.4%.616
Therefore, the ﬁnal results of the stochastic term and constant term can be expressed as:
Cstoch = 12.5± 0.1(stat.)± 0.4(syst.)% GeV1/2
Cconst = 1.2± 0.1(stat.)+0.6−0.7(syst.)% .
6 Comparison with Monte Carlo simulation617
6.1 ScECAL prototype simulation618
The test beam setup was simulated usingMokka [33], a Geant4 [34] based detector simulation619
framework. We selected a reference physics list of QGSP BERT in the Geant4 version 9.6 p1.620
The ScECAL simulation model consisted of 30 layers, each being composed of the absorber,621
a scintillator between two reﬂectors, readout instrumentation, and an air gap. The readout622
instrumentation layer was simulated as a uniform mixture of polyimide ﬂat cable, clear ﬁbre,623
polyvinyl chloride sheet, glass ﬁbre and air. The scintillator layer was segmented in the same way624
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Figure 26: Distribution of the stochastic (left) and constant (right) terms of the energy resolution in 20
pseudo-experiments in which cMIP(T0 = 20
◦C) was varied.
as the prototype, but the reﬂectors between strips and the MPPC volumes were not simulated625
because the physical properties of those small materials are close to those of the scintillator.626
The absorber layers were made of a mixture of elements, as discussed in Section 2.1, with the627
measured density and mass fraction.628
As the ﬁrst step of simulation, 32GeV muon events were generated corresponding to each
real run. From these simulated events, the energy deposited by a MIP, EdepMIP,i/MIP, was deter-
mined as the MPV of the distribution of deposited energy in each channel. After determining
EdepMIP,i/MIP, each energy deposit was converted into the number of photoelectrons, p.e.i,k using
the following:
p.e.i,k = e
dep
i,k (E
dep
MIP,i/MIP)
−1RMIP/p.e.(T0) , (7)
where edepi,k is the energy deposited in channel i in the event under consideration, k, and629
RMIP/p.e.(T ) = c
MIP
i (T )/(c
p.e.
i (T )/c
inter
i ) is taken from real data. This p.e.i,k was then bino-630
mially ﬂuctuated, thereby smearing the distribution of deposited energy in the number of p.e.631
for each channel [35]. This smearing method—photon-statistics-smearing—was also applied to632
all electron beam events in the simulation. From the MPV of the smeared distribution, an633
averaged EdepMIP/MIP of all channels was determined.634
With this ratio, EdepMIP/MIP, the digitisation procedure for each electron event is carried out635
as follows:636
1. the deposited energy of each channel is converted into the equivalent number of MIPs:637
nMIPi,k = e
dep
i,k /(E
dep
MIP/MIP),638
2. nMIPi,k is converted into the number of photoelectrons, n
p.e.
i,k , by multiplying by RMIP/p.e.(T ),639
3. MPPC non-linear response is taken into account according to Equation 1 withN eﬀpix yielding640
nsati,k ,641
4. Binomial ﬂuctuations are applied to nsati,k to account for eﬀects of photon statistics and642
ﬁnally this value is converted into the ADC counts, by multiplying by cp.e.i (T )/c
inter
i .643
These digitised simulation data were analysed with the same computer code as the real data.644
In this way, both the photon statistics and eﬀects of non-linear response are taken into645
account for each channel of each event. The beam energy spread discussed in Section 5.2646
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was implemented as a Gaussian distribution. The geometrical beam spread in x and y were647
taken from the observed energy weighted distribution in data. The material in the beam-line648
upstream of the prototype was simulated as three plastic scintillator trigger counters and one649
plastic scintillator veto counter. The (downstream) AHCAL and TCMT prototypes were not650
simulated, because they were used to remove muon and pion contaminations in data, whereas651
the simulated events did not include these contaminations, and the electron eﬃciency is almost652
unchanged.653
Dead channels and detector noise were also implemented according to run-by-run detector654
conditions. The modelling of noise was carried out using the random trigger data introduced655
in Section 4, allowing a noise signal to be overlaid onto each channel of each event: the noise656
signal of each channel in data is added to the simulated signal of the channel concerned in the657
digitisation procedure. The number of the random trigger events is between 5 000 and 10 000658
per run. Therefore, the noise events were reused cyclically for the simulations of a given run.659
6.2 Shower proﬁle660
It is essential for the simulation to accurately model the material composition of the detector. As661
mentioned in Section 2.1, the measured density of the absorber plates is 14.25±0.04g/cm3. This662
can be compared with the density calculated from the known constituents of the detector and663
their properties, giving a density of 14.76±0.13 g/cm3 with ρWC = 15.63±0.1g/cm3 [36], ρCo =664
8.9 g/cm3, and ρCr = 7.19 g/cm
3. This discrepancy requires a correction of the composition665
measured by EDX and X-ray diﬀraction, because the density by direct measurement is reliable.666
We investigated two models for the correction: 1) weight ratio of Co to WC was changed to667
the directly measured density of the plate (“balanced” model), and 2) vacancies were uniformly668
distributed into the plate keeping the composition of materials (“vacancy” model). Details are669
explained in Appendix A.670
Figure 27 shows comparisons of energy deposits on layers among both simulation cases and671
data. The best agreement is found using the balanced model, which agrees with data in the672
mean ratio, 0.98± 0.04 (SD) with a small slope of −0.00064 ± 0.00003/layer. Therefore, we use673
the “balanced” model in subsequent discussions. The systematic uncertainty from the model674
dependence is negligible; −0.16± 0.01 on the mean response dMIP/dEbeam, +0.67± 0.01 MIP675
on the oﬀset, 0.05±0.05% on the constant term of the energy resolution, and +0.17± 0.05% on676
the stochastic term.677
Figure 28 shows comparisons of energy deposits projected on the x axis in simulation and678
data. The simulations predict narrower lateral proﬁles than those observed in data in the “core”679
region (within ±30 mm), whereas the simulations have wider tails than the data. The origin of680
this discrepancy is as yet unexplained: we investigated the results of changing the detector angle681
with respect to the beam direction, the number of eﬀective pixels, and the physics list to higher682
precision electromagnetic tracking [35], none of which was responsible for the eﬀects observed.683
The narrower shower cores are not explained by the uncertainty of absorber composition, because684
we validated that the radiation length which determines the Molie`re radius of the detector was685
correct by agreement of longitudinal proﬁles between data and MC with the balanced absorber686
composition.687
6.3 Comparisons of linearity and resolution688
Figure 29 left compares the predicted response of the prototype to electrons with data. The slope689
observed in the simulation, dMIP/dEbeam = 130.27± 0.06 MIP/GeV, is consistent with that in690
the data of 130.03± 0.24 MIP/GeV, whereas the oﬀset is −3.0± 0.1 MIP, some 27 MIP smaller691
than found in data. This observation is illustrated clearly by the ratio of simulation to data in692
Fig. 29 left, bottom, suggesting the existence of a constant diﬀerence for all energies. This poten-693
tially originated by a small, residual background contamination in the data f, despite the detector694
fThe mean of the noise in highly granular calorimeters naturally becomes ﬁnite, because of the treatment of the
individual detector cells: the amplitude of each cell is required to be above the threshold which is three times larger
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Figure 27: Comparison between data and Monte Carlo for the longitudinal
energy deposition proﬁle, using 12GeV electron beam data. MC to data ratio
shows up to 10% discrepancy for the vacancy model. The balanced model which is
the second composition of the absorber plates clearly improves agreement between
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Figure 28: Comparison of the lateral energy deposition proﬁle, using 12GeV
electron beam data as an example. An energy sum is a collection of energy in
the same lateral position on only those layers which have a 10mm segmentation
in the x direction. The position is the distance from the energy centre of the
cluster—centre of gravity—for each event.
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noise is determined using random trigger events overlaid on the simulated events. The average695
diﬀerence of reconstructed energy between simulation and data is −0.18± 0.20(RMS) GeV.696
Figures 29 right shows the energy resolution of data and simulation with several diﬀerent697
conditions modelled in the simulations. The simulation described in Section 6—denoted by698
?MC w/ detail factors”—agrees with the data, within uncertainties. The discrepancy persists699
even if the beam energy spread from higher beam energies is applied to the data recorded at 2700
and 4GeV (2.3± 0.3%). We discuss other MC models in Section 7.701
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Figure 29: The response (left) and the energy resolution (right) of data and the simulated prototype to
the electron beams. “detail factors” refers to the implementation of ﬁne details, including photon statistics,
eﬀects of the MPPC non-linear response and the overlaying of noise. “large detector” refers to a simulation
in which the dimensions of the detector have been increased by a factor of three, without the implementation
of the “detail factors”, to study the impact of leakage.
7 Discussion702
The ScECAL prototype has shown a linear energy response for electron beam energies in the703
range between 2 and 32GeV, with a maximum deviation from linearity of (1.1 ± 0.4)% at704
8GeV. Although this experiment was performed in an environment subject to large variations705
of the ambient temperature, between 19◦C and 27.5◦C, the calibration procedure, consisting706
of temperature-dependent of ADC-MIP and ADC–photoelectron conversion factors for each707
channel, successfully controlled the inﬂuence of these temperature variations. This gives clear708
evidence that a SiPM-based scintillator tungsten ECAL can be used even in such serious tem-709
perature conditions. Figure 30 compares the deviations from linear energy response when using710
temperature-independent, without temperature correction, and temperature-dependent conver-711
sion factors, with temperature correction.712
The variation of the cMIP is 23% as shown in Fig. 15. This variation is larger than the713
expected value considering the variance in capacitance of the MPPCs used, as shown in Fig. 7,714
and that the over-voltage of every channel was uniformly set to 3 V. The most probable reason715
for this variation is a mis-alignment of the WLS ﬁbre and MPPC positions: a lateral shift of716
than the noise width. Therefore, there are no negative amplitudes contributing to the energy sum by construction,
leading to a positive mean of the noise contribution.
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Figure 30: Deviations from linear energy response: the data were calibrated
with the ADC-MIP and ADC–photoelectron conversion factors at 20◦C (circles:
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the WLS ﬁbre to the sensitive area of the MPPC decreases the photon yield of this scintillator-717
MPPC unit. This is caused by diﬃculties in the precise control of the position and size of718
the hole when using the extrusion method to manufacture the scintillator strips. Although the719
performance of the present prototype is suﬃcient, improved MPPC-ﬁbre matching or direct720
coupling between the MPPC and scintillator have the potential to improve performance [37].721
The CALICE Collaboration is currently studying 5 mm-wide scintillator strips directly coupled722
to MPPCs [19].723
The stochastic term in the energy resolution, determined as (12.5 ± 0.4)%/√E[ GeV] for724
electron beam energies in the range 2–32GeV, is signiﬁcantly better than the requirement of725
15%/
√
E[ GeV]. This fact indicates that we can reduce the sampling ratio by reducing scintil-726
lator thickness. This is one of the advantages of the ScECAL that users can easily optimise the727
scintillator thickness to achieve a suitable performance. Actually, the CALICE Collaboration is728
currently developing the ScECAL with 1.5–2 mm thick scintillator strips [19].729
The simulation provided a good description of the prototype data after the inclusion of a730
model of photon statistics, eﬀect of the MPPC non-linear response and noise eﬀects. The largest731
uncertainty in the input parameters for the simulation was the uncertainty of the intrinsic beam732
energy spread. The energy resolution of data and simulation are consistent when all of these733
uncertainties are taken into consideration.734
Regarding the positive oﬀset of the response corresponding to 0.18± 0.20(RMS) GeV, [23±735
26(RMS)MIP], the overlaying of noise on the MC events does not reproduce this phenomenon.736
The dE/dMIP of data and simulation agree with each other. However, the oﬀset of ﬁtting737
results in data is larger than in MC, and the diﬀerence between data and MC for each energy738
point is approximately constant as shown in Fig. 29 left, bottom. These facts indicate that the739
35
oﬀset is not induced by possible deﬁciencies in the correction of the MPPC non-linear response,740
because such eﬀects increase with increasing energy.741
We studied what conditions contributed to the energy resolution by comparing data and742
MC modelling of several alternative sets of conditions. To extract the eﬀect of energy leakage743
a study was performed using a simulation in which a detector of linear dimensions three times744
greater in each dimension (900 × 900mm2× 90 layers). Figure 31 shows the fraction of energy745
leakage perpendicular to the nominal beam direction (lateral leakage) and in depth (longitudinal746
leakage) of the ScECAL prototype, estimated by comparison of deposited energy between large747
detector and prototype size. The total leakage is between 2.3 and 3% at all measured energies:748
the lateral leakage ratio decreases with increasing energy and dominates below 20GeV, while the749
longitudinal ratio increases with energy. In a future collider, we can ignore the lateral leakage750
because the ECAL will have a very large lateral extent. Longitudinal leakage will be measured751
in the hadron calorimeter behind the ECAL and will thus also be included in the global energy752
measurement. The total deposited energy as the reference does not include the energy leaking753
out via the front face of the ScECAL.
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Figure 31: Relative leakage of the electron energy in the lateral (open boxes)
and longitudinal (open circles) directions. The black markers show the total
leakage.
754
Table 7 lists the energy resolution of data and simulation of such a large detector with755
several other modelings. Comparison of simulated results of the resolution parameters between756
large detector and the actual size of the detector shows that the leakage alone contributes half757
the uncertainty in the constant term; increasing the constant term ∆(σE/E) = +0.66%. The758
leakage also increases the stochastic term by a relative 1.8%, which corresponds to a factor of759
2.5 for the statistical uncertainty.760
Photon statistics, correction of the MPPC non-linear response, non-uniformity of single761
scintillator response and the noise have a combined contribution to the degradation of the762
energy resolution that is comparable to the eﬀect of leakage. For details of these contributions,763
comparing simulation with and without these eﬀects indicated that increase of the constant764
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Table 7: The constant term and the stochastic term of the energy resolution for data and the various
simulations.
data/MC size(m;m;layers) simulation details∗ constant term (%)† stochastic term (%)†
MC 0.9× 0.9× 90 without 0.00 ± 0.22 13.03 ± 0.04
MC 0.18× 0.18× 30 layers without 0.66 ± 0.08 13.26 ± 0.08
MC 0.18× 0.18× 30 layers with 0.94 ± 0.03 13.58 ± 0.04
MC 0.18× 0.18× 30 layers with‡ 0.78 ± 0.03 13.52 ± 0.03
data 0.18× 0.18× 30 layers – 1.20 ± 0.70 12.50 ± 0.40
∗ Includes modelling of ﬁnite photon statistics, MPPC non-linear response, beam energy, position
ﬂuctuation and noise; see Section 6.1.
† including systematic and statistical uncertainties for data; statistic only for MC.
‡ all details modelled as with ∗, with the exception of overlaying of detector noise.
term is ∆(σE/E) = +0.67% whereas decrease of the stochastic term is relatively 2.4%.765
Similarly, a comparison of the impact of overlaying noise on the simulation indicated that766
overlaying the noise increases the value of the constant term of the energy resolution by +0.5%767
whereas the eﬀect on the stochastic term is negligible.768
8 Conclusion769
A prototype of a Scintillator-Tungsten ECAL, designed for a future linear collider experiment,770
was constructed and tested at Fermilab in May 2009. This represents the large scale application771
of novel SiPM (MPPC) sensors and is a feasibility study for the realisation of a highly granular772
calorimeter using this type of photodetector.773
The response of the prototype to electron beams with energies between 2 and 32GeV774
was studied. Despite the large environmental temperature variation, 19◦C–27.5◦C, a stable,775
linear response with a maximum deviation from linearity of 1.1% was veriﬁed with a stan-776
dard temperature correction procedure. The intrinsic energy resolution performance obtained,777
(12.5± 0.1(stat.)± 0.4(syst.))/√E[ GeV]⊕ (1.2± 0.1(stat.)+0.6−0.7(syst.))%, is suﬃcient for the an-778
ticipated requirements of a future linear collider. Each scintillator strip has suﬃcient uniformity779
of response with (88.3± 4.3)% at the further side of the SiPM because of the light lost.780
Potential systematic uncertainties arising from a number of sources have been studied,781
including: the precision of the beam energy spread; event selection cuts; ADC-MIP, ADC–782
photoelectron and inter-calibration factors; and the eﬀective number of MPPC pixels. The783
most important uncertainty in the energy resolution is due to the uncertainty of the beam784
energy spread, 0.3%.785
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Appendix A Composition of the absorber plate806
As discussed in 6.2, there is a discrepancy of absorber density between its direct measurement807
and estimation from the composition of materials, as determined with EDX. Two plausible808
explanations behind this apparent discrepancy are the following:809
“balanced” model: EDX results have potentially unknown systematic uncertainties; the WC810
material is too hard to provide suﬃciently many samples at various locations in a plate,811
although the two samples used for tests showed no evidence of signiﬁcant diﬀerences in812
their composition;813
“vacancy” model: because the WC is a sintered material, produced by compressing a powder,814
the absorber plate is not entirely uniform, and has vacancies; back-scattered electron815
imaging shows that the absorber plate is an aggregate of WC grains.816
In the “balanced” model, the ratio of mass of WC to Co and Cr was decreased keeping817
the ratio of Co and Cr In the “vacancy” model, the absolute mass quantity of material within818
the MC model was reduced, so that the relative composition was maintained and the absorber819
had the density obtained from direct measurement, meaning that the absorber material has820
vacancies. Table 8 lists the composition of the absorber in these two cases.
Table 8: Composition of the absorber plate in mass fraction
(%) measured with EDX (vacancy) and adjusted compo-
nents, WC : Co+Cr, to have the density measured directly
(balanced).
Component vacancy balanced
W 81.82± 0.31 74.43± 0.30
C 05.35± 0.02 04.86± 0.02
Co 12.39± 0.47 19.99± 0.45
Cr 00.45± 0.47 00.72± 0.45
821
Although both models agree with data in the mean ratio of longitudinal proﬁle, 0.98± 0.04822
(SD) for “balanced” model and 0.96± 0.07 (SD) for “vacancy” model as we can see in Fig. 27, the823
gradients from a linear ﬁt to the ratios show clearly better agreement with the “balanced” model.824
The slope for the “balanced” (“vacancy”) model is −0.00064 ± 0.00003/layer (−0.01043 ±825
0.00003/layer).826
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